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Time Table

Monday 9:00a.m. - 12:00p.m. 2:00p.m. - 6:00p.m.

Tuesday 9:00a.m. - 12:00p.m. 2:00p.m. - 6:00p.m.

Wednesday Closed

Thursday 9:00a.m. -

12:00p.m.

2:00p.m. - 4:00p.m.

Appointment Required

(Please refer to 2 on the back)

4:00p.m. -

6:00p.m.

Friday 9:00a.m. -

12:00p.m.

2:00p.m. - 4:00p.m.

Appointment Required

(Please refer to 2 on the back)

4:00p.m. -

6:00p.m.

Saturday 9:00a.m. – 12:30p.m.

Sunday Closed

※We are closed on Wednesday, Sunday, and National Holidays.

※We are opened until 12:30p.m. only on Saturday.

1. How to Make an Appointment?

You can make an appointment on our website down below. The doctor will

see the patients with appointment and without appointment in turns.

Therefore, you don’t have to wait until all the patients with appointments

will be done even if you didn’t make an appointment. However, the

number of appointments is limited so if you make an appointment, your

turn will be earlier than normal.

Make your account for appointment. http://clinic.smiley-reserve.jp/mcaai
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2. When Coming During 2:00p.m. to 4:00p.m. on Thursday and Friday

We only accept medical examination for allergy, vaccination, or infant

checkup during this time. You need to make an appointment only by

telephone. (website is not available) In an urgent moment, please call us.

(078-841-9121). This might not be finished by 4:00p.m., so please call us in

advance when coming after 4:00p.m. on Thursday.

For those who have a fever or have vomited, please avoid coming during

this time.

※We accept medical examination for allergy, vaccination, or infant

checkup during the all our opening hours.

3. Vaccination

We accept vaccination during the all our opening hours.

If you want to get a special vaccination (including COVID) or you want to

get many vaccines at once, please inform us in advance by telephone.

4. When you want to get advice from the doctor, when the clinic is

closed

In case the doctor still keeps an eye on the condition, you can call us even

at night or during closing hours. The phone call will be transferred to the

doctor.

むらた小児科クリニック（MURATA Pediatric Office）

Tel: 078-841-9121

〒657-0023 兵庫県神⼾市灘区⾼⽻町 2丁⽬１０−１３

（2-10-13 Takahacho Nada-ku Kobe-shi Hyogo-ken 〒657-0023）


